Introduction
To get an insight in the neuronal processing of information in the brain, extracellular multi-neuron recordings with multiple electrodes, like tetrodes or heptodes, are commonly used. These recordings contain action potentials (spikes) from different neurons at various distances and, unfortunately, artefacts and noise. Spike sorting is used to first separate spikes from noise and second to classify spikes into different clusters that correspond to different neurons. The extraction of spikes from raw signals is called spike detection. A common spike detection approach consists of the computation of a signal representation that enhances the signal to noise ratio, like the instantaneous power or energy of the signal. Then a thresholding is applied and peaks above threshold are detected and marked as spikes. The next step is the alignment of the detected spikes for subsequent clustering analysis. A commonly used method to detect the instantaneous energy of a signal is the Teager-energy-operator (TEO) or, modified for spike detection, the multi-resolution-TEO (MTEO) [1, 3] . However, Vakmann showed that especially for wide-band and noisy signals the computation of the analytic signal with the Hilbert transformation is more robust than using TEO [2] . In addition, since the TEO has been developed for harmonic oscillators, it is unable to compute the energy for some important classes of signals, e.g. the exponential function. Tests of the TEO for spike detection showed that many negative energy values occurred, which have to be eliminated by a low pass filter. This leads to a worsening of the, theoretically good, temporal resolution and, in combination with thresholding, a decrease of performance when overlapping or adjacent spikes are present. The spectral resolution is, due to the short operator duration, poor. Our focus lies on the improvement of the initial spike detection algorithm for a heptode spike sorting program.
Methods
We adopted the spike detection algorithm from Franke et al. [3] , tested and improved its performance. This spike detection algorithm is based on the MTEO. We developed a multi-resolution energy filter (MEF) by adopting the multiresolution approach of the MTEO and replacing the TEO by a Hilbert filter approach.
The analytic signal:
The analytic signal is defined as [2] ( 
The instantaneous amplitude of the analytic signal represents the envelope of the signal. One important property of the analytic signal is that its spectrum is zero for negative frequencies. Thus a straightforward method to compute the analytic signal is to set Fourier-components with negative frequencies to zero and to multiply other components by two. This is the multiplication of the signal's Fourier spectrum with two times the unit-step function [4] . To compute the analytic signal in the time domain a FIR-filter can be constructed by using the inverse Fourier transformation of the unit step function [5] .
Hilbert bandpass filter:
To improve the analytic signal based discrimination of spikes and noise, the signal is filtered by a Hilbert bandpass filter. This filter consists in the frequency domain of a sin 2 tapered rectangular window. By multiplying it with two times the unit-step function, a Hilbert bandpass filter results. By means of tunable center frequency and quality factor, the spectro-temporal properties of the Hilbert bandpass filter can be adjusted to signal's characteristics.
Multiresolution energy filter:
The detection and decomposing/separation of adjacent and overlapping spikes can be improved, when the filter responses are as short as possible. This is best achieved by using short Hilbert bandpass filters that are not affected by adjacent spikes. To obtain optimally short filters for spikes of different duration, we constructed a multiresolution energy filter. However, extracellulary recorded spikes are in most cases biphasic. It is well known that the duration of the spikes is related to their spectral properties. Longer lasting spikes have more low frequency components while short lasting spikes have more high frequency components. We use these facts, by covering the overall bandwidth with over-lapping filters of adequate small bandwidths in combination with optimal lasting impulse responses. This ensures that virtually only adequate spectro-temporal match of spike and filter properties yield optimal spike detection properties. All filters have the same quality factor Q that is computed from the count of filters and the overall bandwidth. Signal's energy is calculated from filter responses according to equation (2) and the maximum of the filter responses is selected by a winner-take-all process for subsequent threshold based detection. Signal simulation: The simulated tetrode-signals for testing the performance of the spike detection algorithm consists of biphasic spikes of different length and simulated noise. The duration of spikes ranges from 0.8 ms to 2.8 ms. Signals with spikes of just one duration were simulated and, especially, signals with a mixture of spikes of different durations. There were no overlapping but adjacent spikes in the signal. Amplitude distribution and spectrum of the Gaussian white noise has been modified to be similar to noise present in extracellular recordings. The spikes have been modelled with two Gaussian curves.
Performance testing: The performance of spike detection has been analyzed via receiver operating characteristic (ROC) and quantified by measuring the area-underthe-curve (AUC) of the ROC-curve. 
Results
Our preliminary results show, that the performance of the novel spike detection algorithm is equal or even better than the performance of the MTEO spike detector, each with optimal parameter sets ( Table 1) . The temporal response resolution of our MEF is better than that of the MTEO detector (Fig. 1) . Notably, the detection of adjacent or overlapping spikes is easier and more robust compared to the MTEO detector. However, both filters, MTEO and MEF, tend to detect shorter spikes better than longer-lasting spikes. This may be due to trade-offs between parameter settings, signal properties and detection performance.
Discussion and Conclusion
We developed and tested a new spike detection algorithm based on the analytic signal that is superior to the MTEO spike detector. However, additional testing of its performance with simulated and real signals containing overlapping spikes, tests concerning the robustness under several signal conditions and automatic parameterization will be addressed in future work.
